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Introduction 

The idea behind this eBook is not to recreate the wheel, so to speak. It is to simplify the fat loss process and 
make it as manageable as possible. With social media, there are a ton of strategies thrown at you each and every 
day that it can be very confusing to know what the right way is for you to get to your target weight. 


The truth is that, at a glance, no one can lay out the perfect routine for you to achieve your goal. There are way 
too many variables. Sure, the majority reading this probably work 9-5 and have weekends off to make it a little 
easier to map out a plan. But then our lives outside of work come into play. Different commitments can cluster up 
our day that makes the calorific deficit 3 meal a day and workout in evenings approach damn near impossible. 
And even if we manage to squeeze in the workouts and get our meals in, there can be other factors that can stunt 
our progress. 


Before I go any further. In terms of diets. They all can work. Whether it’s low carb, low fat, intermittent fasting, 
Paleo, Atkins, Slimming World, ice cream diet (yes, that’s a thing), they all can work. And despite that dinner plate 
looking vastly different with most of those options, they share one attribute. They all work in a calorific deficit. 


My favourite out of them is low carb. I feel it works for me. I feel good eating low carb and I find it’s very hard to 
overeat without the calorie-heavy carbs and sugars. That doesn’t mean it is the best approach for you. 


But with these 6 hacks, we will be focusing on long term sustainability. And we are going to make it as easy as 
possible for you to achieve your target loss. They type of diet you’re on will be what you pick that will suit how 
you feel and whether it’s sustainable. 


Sustainable rules out the extreme diets because you may lose weight but you’re going to feel like crap! Whether 
you’re low carb or low fat, a good nutrition plan has to have good sources of proteins and essential fats to give 
you the required vitamins and nutrients to develop long term sustainability and feel good. Because aesthetics 
shouldn’t be the first priority. You should be enjoying the process and build on feeling good long term. 




Don’t Change Everything in One Go 

Sure, there are only 6 “hacks” in this eBook to help you on your fat loss journey. But that doesn’t mean it’s going 
to be easy. I believe you can do it. It is possible. But do not try to transform your entire lifestyle overnight. 


If you struggle to get up early in the mornings but realise that that is your own realistic time to train. Don’t start on 
Monday by getting up 90 minutes earlier to go to the gym and combine that with all the other hacks. It’s too much 
change in one go and you are going to set yourself up for failure. 


Instead, pick a different hack and work on implementing that into your lifestyle. And then try to get up 30 minutes 
earlier for a few weeks. If you commute to work, get off a stop or two earlier and walk more. Once you get into 
that routine, get up a little earlier. Now you might have time for a 20-minute workout, which is a lot better than no 
workouts. After a few weeks, then you can transition into getting up 30 minutes earlier and get a full workout in 
3-4 times a week. 


There is a catch to that but you get the philosophy behind it. Pick one hack you feel you can improve on and 
slowly implement it.


Have patience with yourself as well. Some of these may seem very simple to do on paper. Incorporating them into 
your lifestyle day to day not so much. I've always heard that it takes 21 days to create a habit. Unfortunately, 
according to a recent audiobook I listened to - The One Thing by Gary Keller, it takes a little longer than that. 
Based specifically on fitness and diet, a new habit can take anywhere from 18 to 254 days to acquire that habit. 
In comparison to 254 days, lucky for us that the University College of London concluded that the sweet spot for 
most people is roughly 66 days. 3 times longer than the assumed 21 days that I'm sure most of us have heard 
about. 


And with that said, it’s time for the first “hack”. And the first one is one we can all do very easily but we don’t give 
it enough priority. And when we do decide to implement it into our lifestyle, we need to develop consistency in the 
strategies I set out to accomplish this “hack”.  




1. Drink 3 litres of water a day. 

Every morning, get up and drink a pint of water. Every morning.


That’s going to do a number of things as well as putting you in the right mindset to start the day:

 
1. You are dehydrated after no water for 7 plus hours. This will help you rehydrate and be more alert to start 
the day. 

2. You are firing up your metabolism.

3. You are helping your kidneys flush out toxins.

4. You will eat less for breakfast. 


Water has other benefits as well, helping your skin and energising your muscles. These 4 are the reason why you 
should drink a pint first thing. 


As well as all the benefits of water, you’re also drinking zero calories. So if you have a pint of water before any 
meal, you are going to feel a little more full and eat less. You will still have energy, even though you are eating less 
because you are drinking more water and staying hydrated. 


But Seán, how am I going to drink up to 3 litres of water a day? 


There is an easy way of doing this without carrying a water bottle around with you all day. There are 4 times in the 
day I want you to develop the habit of drinking more water:


1. First thing in the morning

2. Before every meal

3. Before every cup of coffee

4. When you are training


If you develop the habit of drinking water at these times, you will easily hit your target for drinking 3 litres a day. 
And that is before you think about water consumption through your food sources like vegetables. 


Aim for 3 litres before considering the water through food and do not count tea/coffee in getting to 3 litres. 3 litres 
is only a little over 5 pints. Once you wake up, you only have 4 litres of water to drink throughout the day. And 
you’re going to have at least 2 more meals on that day right? A coffee break? Maybe two coffee breaks or a 
training session (where you might need more than a pint of water). 


If you’re unsure about where to start on your fitness journey, this is by far the most manageable yet under-utilised 
hack for a healthy you.  

So drink a litre of water as soon as you wake up to kick start your metabolism and start the day strong. 


https://www.mythirtyspot.com/5-reasons-you-should-drink-water-first-thing-in-the-morning/


2. 80-20 Nutrition. 

“I can’t start this week because of x or y is coming up here so I’ll start the following week.” Here’s the thing, life is 
always going to get in the way. There’s always an event coming up. Christmas, Easter, holidays, birthdays, 
weddings, bank holiday weekends… they are not all bunched into one month of the year so that you have 11 
months to stay strict on your diet. 


But yet we act like that. We wait for the perfect time to start and dedicate ourselves to our nutrition and healthy 
eating. With the exception of a week plus holiday and a few other exceptions, you’re mostly making excuses. 

The perfect time is usually the time you’re thinking about starting. Because you are thinking about why. The fear 
of failing is usually what is stopping you. That sounds extreme and you may not be thinking that but it is usually 
the case. And your ‘why’ for sticking with healthy nutrition is not strong enough. 


So let’s make the process a little easier. 


You could stick rigid to a diet for a week and then have a cheat meal at the weekends. What tends to happen 
however is at the weekends you lose focus. You are out of your routine so you crave and eat more. Your cheat 
meal sets yourself up for wanting more junk meals and next thing you know, it’s Monday and you are saying to 
yourself, ‘this is the week I stay on track’. And so we keep on looping. 


The weekend is most people’s downfall. What I would suggest is adopting an 80-20 philosophy. When life gets in 
the way and events come up, enjoy them. Do not even think about feeling guilty. Make the most of the event, eat 
what you feel like eating. And then you’re right back in track the morning after for your next meal. Your next meal 
is key. If you have 2-3 meals that are poor, nutrition wise or do not fit into your goals, you will more than likely 
continue that trend before you have that talk with yourself on the next Monday morning to restart.


So how do we have an 80-20 diet. Keep it simple. You already know that answers. 9 times out of 10, you know 
what’s good for you and what is not. 


- Eliminate processed foods. 

- Eliminate sugary drinks (and that’s going to make drinking water a lot easier). 

- Eliminate the crap and do not over complicate it.


They say you are what you eat. We know that if we eat processed, greasy food, we can sometimes feel a lot 
worse after it. Well, it turns out that this is due to our gut and brain being very closely linked. So much, in fact, 
that people are referring to our gut as our second brain. There are studies showing that there is a link between our 
central nervous system and our gut bacteria.


The food we eat can have a HUGE impact on how we think and how we feel. Our food consumption plays a 
much more important role than the number on the scales. 


There are studies to suggest that a fat diet (such as the Ketogenic diet) can have tremendous benefits on the link 
between our gut and brain including increased blood flow, a decrease in weight and lower blood glucose levels. 


Does this mean I am recommending a Keto diet for everyone? Absolutely not. But what I am recommending is 
that when you are on a particular food plan, even if the main go is to lose weight, take note of how you feel. This 
is infinitely more important than your actual weight. Different foods can have a different reaction to different 
people. We're all different when it comes to nutrition so what might work for Jimmy, may not work for you. No 
matter how adamant they are that you have to do it. 


I’m not saying never to eat processed food. That’s not realistic for most of us. But try to adopt the 80-20 principle 
when it comes to junk food. You won’t be perfect. But that’s ok too. When slip ups happen, and they will happen, 
acknowledge it and ensure the next meal is more in line with your goals. One bad meal is not going to change 
anything just like one good meal is not. Consistency, whether good or bad is where the changes lie. 


https://www.sciencealert.com/you-have-a-second-brain
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-019-00483-5?fbclid=IwAR38fJuKQmbqNqssKQpsLNGKHrvteaUuq6Qh9d_hdq4F3fgC_9p9i3bQN04
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-019-00483-5?fbclid=IwAR38fJuKQmbqNqssKQpsLNGKHrvteaUuq6Qh9d_hdq4F3fgC_9p9i3bQN04
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2018/10/181012092949.htm
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2018/10/181012092949.htm


3. Personalise your diet to suit your lifestyle not what Social 
Media tells you 

"What diet should I be doing?” is a question I often hear. While replying with the diet that suits you best is often 
what I reply with, it sounds like a complete cop-out. 


One type of diet that is getting more popular is intermittent fasting. With intermittent fasting, you have a number 
of hours in the day where you can eat what you want (but basically sticking to hack number 2). Usually, it is 8 
hours to eat, 16 hours of fasting. The bottom line is that with only 8 hours to eat, you’re not going to eat as much. 
Hence a caloric deficit. If you feel like you can work an 8-hour time slot into your day for eating then this is 
possible for you. But if you work night shifts, split shifts, 12 hour days etc. you can see that this will be a lot 
harder and therefore something I wouldn’t recommend. 


Where do you see your biggest downfall? 


If you feel like you are snacking too much, pick the time you 
usually snack and have your biggest meal of the day then (and 
don’t forget your water!). If you constantly snack during the 
work day, then lunch needs to be your biggest meal. If it is at 
night, watching tv etc. then you need a bigger dinner and have 
it later in the evening.  


Food obviously plays a major part in our energy levels and 
how we function. So while our food choices should be tailored 
towards getting enough protein, essential fats and limiting 
processed foods, we may feel like we need to do more. 


My first choice is always lowering your carbs intake. THIS IS 
NOT FOR EVERYONE. How do you know it is right for you? 
Simple, trial and error. Give it 3-4 weeks and take note of how 
you feel. Do you feel, using the 80-20 principle that it is 
sustainable? How are your energy levels? How is your 
productivity in work and in your training? How is your mood? 


And remember, it’s ok to have slip-ups. Life gets in the way. 
There are always going to events where your healthy eating 

will stumble. That’s ok. Enjoy food. Don’t beat yourself up over it. And move on. 


If these all have positive answers, you are definitely on the right track. If not and you find that you are constantly 
drained, you may need to lower your fat intake and increase your carb intake. But, before you do that or make 
more changes, take note the next 3 hacks. 




4. Sleep 

7 hours of sleep at least is so important. And like social media butchering the fitness industry, there’s a lot of 
#Hustle #Grind #NoSleep #BS on not getting enough sleep either.


It can be hard for a lot of us to get 7 hours of sleep (and that’s on the low end of requirements). Getting 7 hours of 
sleep can aid in fat loss. By not getting enough sleep, we produce more cortisol and we require more food to be 
satisfied. We have less chance of being in a calorific deficit. 


When we are not well rested, we need more food to get enough energy for the day. Therefore we eat more than 
we otherwise would need. The lack of sleep can cause us to make bad decisions, unhealthy choices and skip our 
workouts due to tiredness. Poor sleep can also cause hormonal imbalances that make you feel hungry and 
increase your stress levels (see hack 5). 


We also cannot recover as well. So our even if we are training, we are losing the potential impact that the training 
effect may have by not getting enough rest. Less than 7 hours sleep over a period of time can result in increased 
weight. 


It’s not that getting sleep alone will help you drop weight, it’s that the lack of sleep will be a major roadblock in 
achieving any sort of fat loss and maintaining it. 


In the introduction, I talked about progressively getting up early to get more sleep. The catch is that in order to do 
that, you must also go to sleep earlier too. This idea on social media that we must constantly work and “hustle” 
all the time is not healthy (and in a lot of cases, probably lies online too to portray that others are getting ahead).  


Other tips you can do if you are feeling tired all the time and are lacking sleep include:

 
 - So when we do feel stressed and lacking sleep, take more short breaks at work. A brief 6-minute walk 
can increase creativity up to 60% and combat the poor health effects in sitting down too long according to 
a study from Stanford University. (40% increase by just walking around the office)

- Rest is not passive. It's when we recover from stress during the day and learn to adapt. By getting 7-9 
hours sleep a night, we have more time in the REM (rapid eye movement) phase of sleep. This is the most 
important phase of sleep and as science writer Maria Konnikova of New Yorker magazine puts it; “As we 
sleep, our brains replay, process, learn, and extract meaning. In a sense, they think.”

 - Being stressed and on a diet may lead to cheating on your significant other. I'm going to get in trouble for 
that one so I'm going to quote the paragraph from a book called Peak Performance, where I learned about 
some of these tips, on this one:

'In a study cleverly titled “Hungry for Love: The Influence of Self-Regulation on Infidelity,” 32 college 
students in exclusive relationships interacted via chat room with a confederate (i.e., a researcher playing 
along) of the opposite sex. Prior to this chat, half the study participants were forced to resist eating a 
tempting food, while the other half could eat to their hearts’ desire. As you might expect, those who were 
forced to resist the tempting food were more likely to give their phone number to, and even accept a coffee 
date with, the confederate. The study authors concluded, “Weakened self-control may be one potential 
cause for the levels of infidelity occurring in romantic relationships today.”  
You may want to think twice before encouraging your significant other to go on a diet. (But you probably 
already knew that.’ 


Just one quick note on weight loss between men and women. 
 
In our Booty Camp classes, I have heard the ladies talk about doing the diet with their other half and the men 
having "greater success" with the diet over the month. Annoyed that the weight is falling off the lads in 
comparison to them, it would be normal to assume that maybe they are not as strict, working as hard when 
training or they are just being too hard on themselves. I know the same has been said to me when I do my 
challenges and drop weight 'quickly'. But it turns out that there's science to prove that men can drop in weight 
quicker than women on a lower calorie diet.  So if you have experienced this, don't beat yourself over your other 
half losing the weight quicker. Concentrate on your own journey and goals. Long-term is and should always be 
the goal.


https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16914506
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16914506
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2018/08/180808075419.htm
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2018/08/180808075419.htm


5. Reduce Stress: Positive Mindset 
Like sleep, if you are highly stressed, you are decreasing your chances for fat loss. Drinking all the water in the 
world is not going to help if you are in a constant state of stress. 


Stress can play a huge part in not losing weight. When you are highly stressed, our bodies produce a chemical 
called cortisol. One of the most effective ways of reducing cortisol is walking. 15-20 minute walks (preferably in 
nature) can help reduce stress, clear our heads and help us lose body fat in the long run. Walking is a type of 
‘LISS’ training (Low Intensity Steady State). It can also help you recover from harder sessions where your legs 
may feel stiff and sore. Unlike HIIT Training, you can’t really overtrain and risk injury. 


You can also incorporate mediation to help control your stress and cortisol levels. I’m not a big mediation guy. I 
realise the benefits but I find it very difficult to sit still for a period of time and it is something that is on my 
priorities list to do. 


But one thing I do manage to do at the end of my sessions to help with developing a positive mindset, stress 
reduction and recovery is a technique called Box Breathing.  

No matter how intense the end of the session was, doing this for a few minutes has a huge impact on getting my 
heart rate down, making me more relaxed and calm at the end of a session. It’s also great for reducing stress and 
can help us think more clearly in flight or fight situations.


To perform box breathing, lie down with your feet up. Take a slow deep breath for 3-4 seconds through your nose. 
Hold your breath for 3-4 seconds. Slowly breathe out for 3-4 seconds. Hold and then repeat.


Not to get too much into the positive mindset but have faith in what you are doing is going to work. ‘I will 
accomplish x’. Saying you ‘can’t lose weight’ etc is just going to get you disheartened over time and you will not 
be able to lose weight. So whatever ‘“hack” you decide to tackle first, believe you can do it. Implement the steps 
and crush it.


https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18984030


6. The Right Kind of Exercise 
There is still a big misconception that to lose weight you need to do more cardio and that you can not lose weight 
on resistance training alone. That is simply not the case. 


Before we go any further into the type of training I believe is great for losing fat there is a simple motto to learn: 
‘You can’t out perform a bad diet.’ As much as I love training, your primary focus should be based on your 
nutrition before incorporating any type of training. Sure, you can start with walks and getting the body moving but 
if you have a poor diet, not drinking water, suffer from a lack of sleep and a lot of stress, then you will not see 
much improvement through exercise. 


There are too many obstacles in your way from getting consistent training sessions in. You need to look at the 
first 5 hacks before this one. 


If you feel like you are on the right track or have a sustainable plan to be on the right track, I believe resistance 
training is a great way to not only lose fat but has a ton of other benefits as well, including:


Resistance training helps elevate our resting metabolism rate. No, you’re not going to get bulky while doing this. 
For that to happen, you would have to eat a lot more calories for starters. Having an increase in muscle mass will 
help increase our resting metabolic rate and thus decrease in fat mass. Muscle mass is denser than fat mass so 
we will look leaner during this process. Once again, you will not be “bulky”. 


In comparison, cardio exercises alone will not help increase our resting metabolic rate as much as resistance 
training. That’s not to say you can’t lose weight by doing cardio only. You are burning calories during cardio and if 
you are in a calorific deficit, you will lose body fat. It’s just not as effective as resistance training. 




As well as resistance training, there is metabolic training and “finishers” to consider that can help raise what’s 
called our Exercise Post Oxygen Consumption (EPOC). This is the recovery or your metabolic rate back to pre-
exercise levels. The longer it takes, the more calories we burn post exercise. With steady state cardio, such as 
jogging, we can return to that rate fairly quickly. If we raise the intensity in our sessions, we delay the EPOC 
recovery and burn more calories over hours after the session. This is where HIIT (High-Intensity Interval Training) 
comes into the equation. 


By combining resistance training with elements of HIIT Training, we can create a programme built for fat loss.  


Once again, there is nothing wrong with jogging. But I would prioritise resistance training and HIIT Training over it. 
There is a lot of research to suggest that HIIT training is more beneficial for fat loss. If we can manage 3-4 
sessions combining resistance training with some form of HIIT such as doing sprints, one of my favourites, 
prowler sprints, before doing a lighter exercise like jogging for recovery and then going back to sprints can be a 
fantastic fat burning workout. In you feel the need to train more in the week, I would encourage jogging/walking. 
You are still burning calories while jogging and it also helps as not every session should be ‘go hard or go home’ 
of you are constantly training more than 4 times a week. We still need recovery sessions. 


Walking can also help reduce cortisol levels and ease stress. So 20 minute walks and deep breathing 2-3 times a 
week can be incredibly beneficial. 


When you do start strength training, or a new programme, it’s important to note for yourself that you may see an 
increase in weight on the scales. 


"It is important to stress that when you start exercising, you may increase body weight due to increased muscle 
mass," Wedell-Neergaard says. "So, in addition to measuring your overall body weight, it would be useful, and 
maybe more important, to measure waist circumference to keep track of the loss of visceral fat mass and to stay 
motivated."


Forget the scales. I know that’s a bit of a contradiction for an eBook about losing weight. It’s nice for the end of a 
4-6 week term. But for weekly? Forget it. You're going to yo-yo on your numbers and there are far too many 
factors that can impact that number at any given time, including:


1. You may have eaten more carbs/salty food and are holding onto water short term.

2. You could be having a tough time at work or at home and are more stressed which can mess with your 
hormones and lead to a retention of water. 

3. You could have had a hard training session and your body is trying to take in all the nutrients to repair. Think of 
this as your muscles soaking up the nutrients like a sponge. It's not fat on the scales. 

4. Could be time for number 2... not number 2 on the list.

5. There's very little chance, even if you weigh yourself at the exact same time as the week before that your day 
before was the exact same in terms of what your activity levels were like and what you ate and when you ate it.  


On top of all those facts above, your body loses a lot during the first week due to the decreased amount of 
calories it had in comparison to what the body was used to over Christmas. After the first week, your body 
adapts. And that is when you need to challenge yourself further. Losing body fat the first week is the easy part. 
Maintaining the loss, building good habits and setting yourself up for true long term sustainability is where the 
challenge lies. 


And that's why I prefer to work on fitness, strength and mobility. You feel better during the process. Done right, 
you can see and feel the results each week. And the fat loss will follow suit if you are challenging yourself and 
working hard in each session and keeping your diet on point for at least 80% of the time (100% is just not 
possible, life always gets in the way). Set your short term goals around getting fitter and increasing your strength 
in the gym. This does not mean you'll get big and bulky. Trust me, it's not that easy to put on muscle size, 
especially if you are female, or my #10YearChallenge would have looked more like: 




https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/02/190214191942.htm
https://www.facebook.com/CoachSeanC/videos/355180468404430/
https://www.facebook.com/CoachSeanC/videos/355180468404430/
https://www.facebook.com/CoachSeanC/videos/355180468404430/
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2018/12/181227111418.htm
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2018/12/181227111418.htm
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2018/12/181227111418.htm
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2018/12/181227111418.htm
http://www.coachseanc.com/blog/2016/11/17/resistancewomen
http://www.coachseanc.com/blog/2016/11/17/resistancewomen
https://www.instagram.com/p/BsquI_5BvAO/


I know, I know... you can't believe I'm not wearing Jordans in the picture. 




Putting it all together. 

We are all going to be at different levels but if anything struck you during this eBook as something you need to 
work on, make that your first priority to improve on. Do not try to do everything at once, especially if you feel like 
you need to do everything at once. Make gradual changes for long term sustainability. 


When you feel closer to having reduced stress, better sleep and allocated time for exercise then you should go all 
in. You need to build up a solid foundation as well as having a strong why to achieve your goals. Saying you just 
want to lose weight is not going to work for you long term. It will only lead to short term results and yo-yo dieting. 


Having spent the past 10 years qualified as a Personal Trainer, constantly learning and traveling to learn more 
about the benefits of strength/resistance fitness and training and putting those principles into practice, I know 
they work. I've seen them work on countless others over the years. But it doesn't mean that they are the only 
method. 


To have a true fit and active lifestyle, I believe your training should involve elements of all the different types of 
training. A little bit of cardio (running, cycling and/or swimming). Definitely resistance training of some sort (gym, 
bodyweight exercises). And movement, core and flexibility training (yoga and pilates). 


In my 6-week Personal Training Challenge, I incorporate all of these elements into the training. In the first week, 
most struggle with the single leg deadlift exercise. Over time, their core works more and in conjunction with their 
leg strength to maintain stability. The exercise is also the cause for the most frustration during my warm-ups. It 
helps people to switch on and prepare for what is ahead, in my opinion. 


Try to incorporate all the elements of fitness into your training and you'll feel much better for it. From there, aim 
towards your fitness goals.


If you are in the gym. Start with your full body warm up and then do the bigger muscle group exercises first such 
as your squats/leg press (they require more energy and effort) They are usually referred to as compound 
movements, which means they involve more than one joint. From there, work on your small muscles and have 
some core and flexibility training in there too. I like to add a bit of cardio at the end with a HIIT finisher to get the 
heart rate up and finish strong.


Now that you have an idea on how to train and lose body fat, how do you put it all together?


Let's look at your exercise and work on improving your resistance training while incorporating HIIT into it as well. 
There is no one perfect plan or perfect exercise. We all have our strengths and limitations. 


However, with a lot of my Personal Training clients, I have been working towards building a 6 Week Personal 
Training Challenge that involves the principles outlined in this eBook for exercise. As well as tackling resistance 
training, the programme also involves a lot of mobility to help you feel better and well as stronger and more fit 
over the 6 weeks. 


To give you an example, here is week 1 of the Challenge below along with modifications of the exercises in the far 
right hand column if you find the initial exercises too difficult.


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IluHpxhvWoM&feature=youtu.be
https://www.facebook.com/CoachSeanC/videos/1309152632552002/


Coach Seán 6 Week Personal Training Challenge Week 1 

Lower Body 

Upper Body 

Exercise Sets Reps Alternative Exercise

Bulgarian Split Squats 4 8 Split Squats

Lunge Holds 1 ALAP

Hip Extension & Leg Curl on Stability Ball 4 8 Glute Bridge

Side Planks 3 30 Secs Plank

DB Knee Raise into RDL 3 8 Single Leg RDLs with no weights

Broad Jumps into Thrustsx5 3 30 Secs Squat Thrusts

Exercise Sets Reps Alternative Exercise

Slight Incline Dumbbell Presses 4 8

Push Ups 1 1 Min

DB Bent Over Rows 4 8

YWT Holds 3 15 Secs Each

Shoulder Taps into Lateral Raises 3 10 Taps into 
10 Raises

Barbell Bodyweight Triceps Extensions 3 10 Bodyweight Dips or Dips from a 
Bench

Biceps Hammer Curls Drops 1 10-10-AMRAP

https://youtu.be/IuAO0UlqH58
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fcfa7Iyzd2c&feature=youtu.be
https://youtu.be/UnKcmopxs9U
https://youtu.be/bhfdiDXyn2g
https://youtu.be/JCDWCnwSzak
https://youtu.be/TA-9NB3H5Ko
https://youtu.be/Cgb_NwFHrUo
https://youtu.be/IluHpxhvWoM
https://youtu.be/lNfRmgM82hA
https://youtu.be/Cq9mTBv6Lu4
https://youtu.be/TvzwmglNDGY
https://youtu.be/GDAGgBfvEqI
https://youtu.be/1EupSUSZWMY
https://youtu.be/6PTT9npWHhE
https://youtu.be/3VicEYnjSmE
https://youtu.be/p5PZXhYfpGQ
https://youtu.be/67eR-qdjvwE
https://youtu.be/iUrOOoEZV4o
https://youtu.be/Vc_JkCNiAKA
https://youtu.be/-DVc2IHvmX0


We can see that there is an emphasis on resistance training in the programme while also incorporating some HIIT 
training in there as well. I feel that every programme over a week should have elements of pushing, pulling, 
squats and hips work with more pulling than pushing as we spend a lot of time hunched over. 


Each exercise has a video hyperlink to show you how to do the exercise correctly. After the first week, if you are 
able to do every rep of every set, increase the reps by 2. If this becomes too easy, increase the weight the 
following week.


The exercises and reps do change over the 6 weeks. As we become more competent in resistance training, we 
should increase the HIIT part of the workouts. Not every session should be a HIIT session and I definitely would 
not do more than 3 HIIT sessions a week for fear of burn out. While we do burn more calories post session, the 
drawback is that because they are more taxing on the body, they require more time to recover from. 




Personal Training with Coach Seán 

If you’re reading these hacks and are feeling excited about starting a new journey to accomplish your health and 
fitness goals, keep reading. 


Using the 6 Week Challenge, I have been doing over the past year to help clients lost at least 6kg in 6 Weeks. And 
now I have made that process even easier to follow.


I moved into the 21st Century and have had my own app developed. That sounds mad to me to have my own 
app!! 


With the Coach Seán App, we can create accountability by having live log ins for all your workouts (both in 
person and on your own sessions) so you can stay on track and see your progress. You can also integrate the 
app with MyFitnessPal and Fitbit (taking our Fitbit Challenge to the next level!).


There is also an instant messaging service so you can contact me on any exercises or parts of the programme 
that you may be struggling with. 


WHY IS THE 6 WEEK CHALLENGE DIFFERENT TO ANY OTHER 6 WEEK CHALLENGE OUT THERE? WELL THE 
BEST WAY TO FIND OUT IS TO HEAR FORM PARTICIPANTS OF THE CHALLENGE

 
”Cannot recommend Seán highly enough. Due to a bad shoulder injury over 8 months ago I was unable to 
train and have struggled to get my fitness level back to where it was. I signed up for the 6 weeks challenge 

and it has been the best thing I did. Sean adapted and changed some of the workouts to suit my own 
individual needs. With his help tailoring the exercises to suit me I have now regained 95% of the strength in 

my arm! He is a great motivator and pushes you to go that bit extra in the PT sessions.   
To see such a difference in my strength and fitness levels over the 6 weeks is motivation enough to sign up for 

again... Looking forward to continuing training with you” - Andrea 
 

”I have just finished the 6 week personal training course with Coach Sean and I can't recommend it highly 
enough. Excellent support from the outset and all the way through. I am delighted with the results! Sean is an 

absolute gentleman! His programme is very easy to follow on the nutrition side and two training sessions 
with him per week, while tough, are still great fun too - which is no mean feat! 10/10!!” - Jacqueline  

 
”Thanks so so much for all your help over the last six weeks. I was dreading starting it because id never been 
to a gym before but honestly it was just great, you're a deadly trainer. The workouts were absolutely brilliant, 

I never thought I would ever be able to do anything like that. Thanks again!” - Ann-Marie



With the Coach Seán 6 Week Challenge, you get:

 

✅ 6 Week Gym Programme unlike anything you have participated in before

✅ Coach Seán App, so you can access the workouts anywhere and keep yourself accountable while 
seeing your progress.

✅ Coach Seán 6 Week Personal Training Challenge eBook. No stone is left unturned in this eBook that will 
help you accomplish your goals

✅  Online support and knowing you're not going through the challenge alone

✅  Motivation and Accountability incorporated into the programme

✅  Coach Seán eBook on Consistency, Accountability, and Motivation

✅ Nutrition eBooks and Recipes

✅  The Programme incorporates fat loss, fitness, and toning

✅  Built for your long term success


If you haven’t already, you can apply for One to One Personal Training Sessions with me in Lucan by clicking 
HERE


 
”Just finished the six week personal training program with Coach Sean and it was excellent. The workouts 

were really well structured and managed to be varied. The training progressed with my ability so I always felt 
like I was pushing myself. Sean was great at making you push yourself and I left every session feeling great 

even if my legs or arms depending on the day felt like jelly. The nutrition plan was also very manageable with 
the cheat day every week. I was really pleased with my change in measurements after the six weeks and 

would definitely do this program again.” - Caitriona

Make now the time to set your ‘why’ and take action to achieve your health and fitness goals. Stick with these 6 
weeks and you will drop 6kg while, more importantly, feel healthier, stronger and more fit than before


APPLY NOW 

http://www.coachseanc.com/lucan
http://www.coachseanc.com/lucan


BONUS #1 ABS CHALLENGE: 

Unlike other Abs Challenges where there is a set number of reps for everyone, this works specifically off your core 
strength. That means there are no easy days with this one or gradually building into the Challenge. It’s all go from 
Day 1. And the great thing about this Challenge is that it can be done before/after any gym session.


To do this challenge effectively, do your first exercise for the 15 reps. If you complete 15 reps, rest for a maximum 
of 10 seconds and go again. Keep going until you can’t do 15 reps without resting. Once that happens, take a 30 
second rest and move onto the next exercise. Once you have repeated this process for all the exercises, you are 
done. 


Sounds easy, right?


If you find some of these exercises too difficult to finish your first set, I would recommend doing the alternative 
exercise.





Exercise Reps Alternative Exercise

V Sit Leg Raises 15 Reps Leg Raises

Leg Raises 30 Seconds Reverse Crunches

Russian Twists 10 Reps Each Side Bent Knee Iron Cross

Plank Side Knee Bends 30 Seconds Plank Hip Raises

Deadbugs 10 Each Side Same but put hands 
under hips

Angel Sit Ups 15 Reps Crunches

Plank As Long As Possible Same

https://youtu.be/cQSEQfMkHOc
https://youtu.be/JC1x-j47XJA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JC1x-j47XJA
https://youtu.be/-7wGxr_H3qc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rit-4LvuuTA
https://youtu.be/TohJw4zPBkI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fFGl-TCNhsQ
https://youtu.be/f6LvwjSdWD8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BTG5JoVvskM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=snyuuanki-Q
https://youtu.be/AGkgf_2H8uw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cgb_NwFHrUo


If you feel overwhelmed and not sure where to start, remember to keep it simple. Focus on one thing to improve 
and work from there. Once you feel like you are starting to develop a habit and it becomes routine, then progress 
on to the next obstacle you feel that is in the way of you and your goals.


If you don’t have a strong goal or strong why to excel in your health and fitness, you will not get much out of this 
eBook. You need to figure out what’s going to make you push yourself through the training sessions, stay on 
track with the nutrition, drink the litres of water and make time for your sleep. 


You will get tips and tricks from me in the 6 Weeks Personal Training Challenge for staying on top of everything… 
but you need a strong ‘why’ to start and build that foundation. 


And once you have your ‘why’ or if you feel like now is the time for you to start, CLICK HERE. 


Best of luck with your health and fitness goals. Feel free to contact me on sean@coachseanc.com


That’s enough reading for one session, it’s time to put the action in now. 
 
#LetsGoGetEmAgain


http://www.coachseanc.com/lucan
mailto:sean@coachseanc.com


Bonus #2: The 5 Things you should NOT do when trying to 
implement change to your health and fitness 

Consider these tips on why people fail in fitness and lifestyle changes and apply them to your first hack. 


1. They make too big a jump in lifestyle change.


I know I have mentioned this before but do not try to completely over haul your lifestyle and do all these “hacks” 
at once. It may sound simple on paper but it is the wrong approach and you will be overwhelmed. 


2. Not transitioning your body for what you are currently doing to what you will be doing.


Let’s say you enjoy swimming but you haven't done too much in a while. Don't overtrain on each session and 
three, four, five time the number of lengths in each session that you would have done in the past. Ease into your 
workouts and slowly progress each week. This is safer and you will see positive results.


3. Not being Realistic. 


Set your goals based on the amount of time you can realistically dedicate to your training and nutrition. If you're 
not a morning person, do not try and be up at 5 am every day of the week to train. The short-lived motivation 
burst from the New Years will not last. You need a realistic plan that works around your schedule for it to be 
sustainable in the long term. 


4. Not taking enjoyment out of what you are doing.


X says cardio is the best for losing weight. Y says you have to use weights. Z says what's a workout without 
burpees. Z has a point but apart from that there's no perfect workout and there are so many choices to choose 
from. Hate the idea of running? Do not run. There are other ways to get your fitness in so make sure the bulk of 
your training is something you enjoy doing!


5. Not setting realistic, defined short-term plans.


Losing weight might be the goal. But what’s the plan? How are you getting there? What is the first step? Maybe 
it’s losing a dress size. Maybe it is an achievable short-term milestone in running. Define the amount of weight 
you want to lose both long term and short term to stay on track. 


Now is definitely enough reading and it is time for some action.


#LetsGoGetEmAgain
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